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 Techniques of data mining that used in the medical diagnosis a number of 

diseases like cancer, diabetes, stroke, and heart disease. The great importance 

emerging fields for providing diagnosis and a profounder understanding of 

medical data, its coms from Data mining in medical field .researcher attempts 

to solve real world health problems in the prognosis and treatment of 

diseases, by using Healthcare data mining. In this research, the algorithm of 

k-means is used for grouping medical data, the problem of k-means is to find 

optimal centers of clusters so, and fuzzy logic is used to get optimal centers 

of clusters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Altered types of heart based problems are analyzer by Major medical data mining techniques .to 

discovery the efficient data retrieval in data mining the data about the mixtures of heart disease should be 

used. The important stage in knowledge discovery, is data mining. Some difficult was appear with customary 

statistical techniques to detect and extract hidden and formerly unidentified relationships, patterns, and 

knowledge, where data mining used to investigation of huge datasets. Heart disease growing by the  

world-wide, data mining techniques used by researchers to help health care specialists in the prognosis and 

treatment of heart disease. Dependent on the convenience of enormous amount of patients’ data that could be 

used to excerpt valuable knowledge [1-2]. 

One of the technique that commonly used to authorize the accuracy of medical data, and it the 

elementary medical data mining techniques, is K-Means Clustering algorithm [3]. 

Clustering is the manner of discovery set that object belong to, such that the object in a set will be 

similar to one another and different from the objects in other set, in cluster analysis there is no prior 

knowledge which elements belong to which clusters. Based on the attribute value(s) that best defines the 

object, Similarities are evaluated. Often distance the grouping or clusters are defined through an analysis of 

the data [3]. 

Narendra S. Chaudhari and Avishek Ghosh [4] they have applied an addition of Sammon’s 

algorithm by using fuzzy logic approach. Have used a projection algorithm with an objective to map  

p-dimensional patterns to q-dimensional space such that the structure of the data is preserved. Finally they 

have presented that their result was excellent. 

Han J. and Kamer M. [3] proposed way for clustering. Representing data by less clusters necessarily 

misses certain many data object by little clusters and therefore, it representations data by its clusters. 
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An Improved K-means Clustering Algorithm proposed by Chunfei Zhang, Zhiyi Fang [5]. The idea 

of the K-means clustering algorithm analysis the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional K-means 

clustering algorithm, the traditional K-means algorithm is a widely used clustering algorithm, with a wide 

range of applications. Elaborates the method of improving the K-means clustering algorithm based on 

improve the initial focal point and determine the K value. 

Laurence Morissette and Sylvain Chartier [6] they use three different algorithms: the Forgy/Lloyd 

algorithm, the Macqueen algorithm and the Hartigan & Wong algorithm. To present powerful of the k-means 

clustering technique, through then present an implementation in Mathematical and several examples of the 

different choices available to show the application of the technique. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

This section describes the methodology of work where, fuzzy logic at the first applied on the heart 

data to compute the fuzzy value for each patient .at the second step the K-means determined the optimal 

center for each class depending on fuzzy value. 

The process is passed through two steps: 

1.  Application of fuzzy logic for obtaining optimal cluster centers. 

2.  Application of K _means clustering on the data using the optimal cluster centers. As it explain in the 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The methodology of the proposed system 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1. Knowledge Base Configuration 

The main components of the system are the data base and the knowledge base. In this work ,Heart 

disease diagnosis system's dataset is taken from University of California, Irvin (UCI) [7], stat log dataset for 

heart disease for 270 data vector (patient) this dataset has 13 attributes (which have been take out from a 

more set of 75). The proposed system used 11 attributes from the 13 as is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Attributes of Heart Disease 
No Name Description 

1 Chest pain 1-typical angina; 2-atypical angina; 3-non anginal pain; 4-asymptomatic 

2 Age Real No. 

3 Sex Female (0); male (1) 
4 Resting blood pressure Real No. 

5 EGC 0=normal; 1-ST-T wave; 2-hypertrophy 

6 Old peak ST depression induced by exercise relative rest 
7 Maximum heart rate Real No. 

8 Thal 3-normal; 6-fixed defect; 7-reversible defect 

9 Exercise  1-yes; 0-no 
10 Fasting blood sugar 1-true (>120mg/dl); 0-false 

11 cholestroal Real No. 

 

 

 

 
 

Classify dataset by using k-

means Clustering 

Healthy or not 

Input dataset 

(Knowledge Base 

Configuration) 

Compute the fuzzy value by 

using fuzzy logic 
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3.2. Fuzzy logic 

Use of soft computing,fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm, neural network, supper vector machine, fuzzy 

Petri nets, in the fields of medicine space diagnosis and treatment has highly increased [1], [8].
 
Rule based 

system has been successfully used to sampling human problem-solving where much of human reasoning 

deals with imprecise, incomplete, or vague information [9-10], the important aspect of design any 

information system are sound theoretical , capability, accuracy  and ease of use [11]. 

Fuzzy system can take a decisions according to its crisp input (data vector), transformed to the form 

linguistic variable, that emerge from membership functions, which can be used to determine the fuzzy set that 

input belong to and it's truth degree, then the linguistic variables are processed with Fuzzy rule  

IF-THEN rule, the response of each rule is weighted, truth degree of its inputs, that deduce from Fuzzy 

implication [11-12]. 

In this work, this truth degree (rule is weighted) used in determined the center of each class at the 

first cycle of the K-means.  

Knowledge base in the form of fuzzy rule, depending on the attribute of heart disease there is 44 

rules, each of these rules has a value represent the strength of the belief in the fuzzy rule, certainty factor, and 

the traditional certainty factor is a constant determined by an expert. In this work, Gaussian membership was 

used to compute the fuzzy value for each data vector, The Gaussian membership function μA of vector x 

have been represented by: 

 

 
 

In Figure 2 sample of the data after compute Fuzzy value. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Sample of the Data After Compute Fuzzy Value 

 

 

3.2. K-means Clustering Algorithm 

In this work, the tool used in classification system is hard clustering or partition clustering. 

Particularly, a popular partition clustering method called k-means clustering [13]. 

The method work of the algorithm abstract by take the data features form a vector space and work 

on find natural group for it [14]. The points are clustered about centroids, the center of a cluster for the  

k-means algorithm is the mean point of all points in the cluster, which are found by minimizing the objective, 

and Steps of the algorithm are as follows [15-16]:  

1.  The objects Partition into k not empty subgroups                                                                        
2.  Calculate centers of the each group; which at first time chose randomly.  
3.  Each object (point) assign to the group according to the adjacent center.                           
4.   Stop when no more change in the center, otherwise, go back to step 2.  

While in this work the center of the each class not chose randomly at the first time; depending on 

the fuzzy value that compute for each data vector at the first process of proposed system,as it show in  

Figure 3. Where there are k =2; healthy or not healthy. Steps of the algorithm are as follows:  

 

Algorithm of K-means clustering. 

 
Input: Heart database I, number of cluster (K)  

Output: classify heart database 
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Begin 

Step1: chose the data vector with maximum fuzzy value as the first center of healthy class    .        

Step2: chose the data vector with minimum fuzzy value as the first center of not healthy class   

Step3: For ith=1 to 270  

Step4: For jw=1 to k 

Step4-1: Compute the distance between each state of the heart database with the center of each cluster.      

Step4-2:  State go to the cluster with minim distance.                

Next jw 

Next ith 

 Step5: Update the center of each cluster by divide the summation of states in each cluster on the number 

of the states in that cluster 

        Step6:  If the center of each cluster do not change stop else go to step 3. 

End 

 

 

 
Figure 3. K-Means Classification for Heart Disease 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

K-means is a common clustering algorithm that needs an enormous initial set to start the clustering. 

Experimental result show that, k-means is humble and easy to understand but the main drawback is randomly 

in first step (selection initial centers of clusters). In this work, we used the fuzzy logic to get out this 

drawback. Where the first step in this search was compute the Fuzzy value for each data record of heart 

database, where this value help in chose the seed center of each cluster. The accuracy of this work is 95.48%, 

while the accuracy of the K-means without fuzzy logic on the same data was 90.78%. 
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